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More accurate X-ray data is testing
the nature of black holes using, say, the iron Kα line method



We are entering the 
precision black hole (astro)physics era



“In my entire scientific life, extending over forty-five years, the most shattering 
experience has been the realization that an exact solution of Einstein’s field 

equations of general relativity, discovered by the New Zealand mathematician, 
Roy Kerr, provides the absolutely exact representation of untold numbers of 

massive black holes that populate the Universe.”

S. Chandrasekhar, in Truth and Beauty (1987)

Timely: test the Kerr hypothesis 
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3) are these objects really black holes ?
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Plan:

1) The Kerr model (uniqueness and no-hair theorems)

2) Black hole scalarisation (asymptotically flat)

   Model 1: Superradiant instability due to minimally coupled, massive scalars

   Model 2: Tachyonic instability due to non-minimally coupled scalars 

3) Conclusions and outlook



1) The Kerr Model
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Kerr Kerr 1963

Uniqueness Israel 1967; Carter 1971;
D.C. Robinson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 34, 905 (1975).

1967-...: The electro-vacuum uniqueness theorems

Phys. Rev. Lett. 26 (1971) 331-333

Carter-Robinson theorem:
An asymptotically-flat stationary and axi-symmetric vacuum spacetime that is non-singular on and 
outside an event horizon, is a member of the two-parameter Kerr family.

The assumption of axi-symmetry was subsequently shown to be unnecessary, i.e. for black holes, 
stationarity ⇒ axisymmetry (via the “rigidity theorem”, relating the teleologically defined “event 
horizon” to the local “Killing Horizon” Hawking 1972; I. Rácz and R.Wald, Class. Quant. Grav. 13 (1996) 539).



The “no-hair” conjecture : 

The “no-hair” original idea (1971): 
R. Ruffini and John Wheeler, “Introducing the black hole”, Physics Today, January 1971, Pages 30-41

collapse leads to equilibrium black holes uniquely determined by M,J,Q - 
asymptotically measured quantities subject to a Gauss law 

and no other independent characteristics (hair)
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Two stars 
with same

M, J

Can have a different mass quadrupole, etc...
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The idea is motivated by the uniqueness theorems
and indicates black holes are very special objects

The “no-hair” original idea (1971): 
R. Ruffini and John Wheeler, “Introducing the black hole”, Physics Today, January 1971, Pages 30-41

collapse leads to equilibrium black holes uniquely determined by M,J,Q - 
asymptotically measured quantities subject to a Gauss law 

and no other independent characteristics (hair)

... but two
black holes 
with same

M, J...

...must be exactly equal...
M` + iS` = M(ia)`

Elegant multipoles formula
(for the Kerr solution):

R. O. Hansen, 
J. Math. Phys. 15 (1974) 46

The “no-hair” conjecture : 

There are multipoles;
but no 

“multipole freedom”



Kerr is not just the unique theoretical vacuum model; it is a good model:



Three broad theoretical criteria for a good model of compact objects:

1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 
Kerr: General Relativity

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism;
Kerr: gravitational collapse 

3) Be (sufficiently) stable. 
Kerr: mode stability established (B. F. Whiting, J. Math. Phys. 30 (1989) 1301)
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Three broad theoretical criteria for a good model of compact objects:

1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 
Kerr: General Relativity

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism;
Kerr: gravitational collapse 

3) Be (sufficiently) stable. 
Kerr: mode stability established (B. F. Whiting, J. Math. Phys. 30 (1989) 1301)

Crucially, moreover, it must give the right phenomenology:

1) all electromagnetic observables 
(X-ray spectrum, shadows, QPOs, star orbits,...);

2) correct Gravitational wave templates

Kerr is not just the unique theoretical vacuum model; it is a good model:

No clear
tension between

observations and 
the Kerr model

Check 
list!



First “image” of the black hole shadow may be around the corner:

A key feature to assess the strong field phenomenology:
Fundamental Photon orbits (define the black hole shadow)

Falcke, Melia, Agol, Astrophys.
J. 528, L13 (2000); 
A. E. Broderick and A. Loeb, 
MNRAS 367, 905 (2006); 
S. Doeleman et al., 0906.3899



The edge of the shadow is determined by the 
Fundamental Photon Orbits
Cunha, C.H., Radu, PRD 96 (2017) 024039

Called spherical orbits in Kerr case
Teo, GRG 35 (2003) 1909

Relate to quasi-normal ringing
Goebel, Astrophys. J. 172 (1972) L95
Cardoso, Franzin and Pani, PRL 116  (2016) 171101
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1) Are there other theoretically sound models
wherein Kerr (Schwarzschild) exists,

but may become unstable, under some circumstances?

2) What is the endpoint of this instability?

3) How different from Kerr is the phenomenology of the resulting
non-Kerr black holes?

Three questions:
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Address these questions using models with scalar fields



2) Black hole scalarisation(s)
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Kerr Kerr 1963

Uniqueness Israel 1967; Carter 1970; Hawking 1972

No (independent-multipolar) hair

Kerr-Newman Newman et al. 1965

Uniqueness Israel 1968; Robinson 1975, 1977

No (independent-multipolar) hair

No BHs
No (scalar) hair Chase 1970

D=4, asymptotically flat, regular (on and outside the event horizon) 
black hole (BH) solutions of Einstein’s gravity



Many no-scalar-hair theorems:
(only scalars, D=4, asymptotically flat)

May 1, 2015 0:21 WSPC/INSTRUCTION FILE reviewscalarhair

Asymptotically flat black holes with scalar hair: a review 29

Theory No-hair Known scalar hairy BHs with
Lagrangian density L theorem regular geometry on and outside H

(primary or secondary hair;
regularity)

Scalar-vacuum Chase22
1
4R − 1

2∇µΦ∇µΦ

Massive-scalar-vacuum Bekenstein11
1
4R− 1

2∇µΦ∇µΦ− 1
2µ

2Φ2

Massive-complex-scalar-vacuum Pena– Herdeiro–Radu136, 137
1
4R −∇µΦ∗∇µΦ− µ2Φ∗Φ –Sudarsky61 (primary, regular);

generalizations:159

Xanthopoulos– Bocharova–Bronnikov–Melnikov–
Conformal-scalar-vacuum –Zannias32 –Bekenstein (BBMB)16–18
1
4R− 1

2∇µΦ∇µΦ− 1
12RΦ

2 Zannias33 (secondary, diverges at H);
generalizations:87

V -scalar-vacuum Heusler46, 47, 50 Many, with non-positive
1
4R− 1

2∇µΦ∇µΦ− V (Φ) Bekenstein26 definite potentials:71–75, 78–80

Sudarsky51 (typically secondary, regular)

P -scalar-vacuum Graham–
1
4R+ P (Φ, X) –Jha62

Einstein-Skyrme Droz–Heusler–Straumann126
1
4R− 1

2∇µΦa∇µΦa (primary but topological; regular);
−κ|∇[µΦ

a∇ν]Φ
b|2 generalizations:129, 131

Hawking27

Scalar-tensor theories Saa34, 35

ϕR̂ − ω(ϕ)
ϕ ∇̂µϕ∇̂µϕ− U(ϕ) Sotiriou–

–Faraoni31

Sotiriou-Zhou43

Horndeski/Galileon theories Hui– (secondary; regular)
Full L in eq. (41) –Nicolis45 Babichev–Charmousis88, 90

(secondary88 or primary,90

diverges at H+ or H−);
generalizations:91–93

Table 1: Summary of no-scalar-hair theorems and asymptotically flat scalar-hairy BHs.

possible mechanisms to construct regular asymptotically flat BHs with scalar hair.
This, in particular, means that physical properties may vary substantially.

Nevertheless some patterns emerge. One pattern that can be observed from this
overview is that scalar field theories that, when minimally coupled to gravity, allow

CH, Radu,
IJMPD 24(2015)1542014
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Model 1: 
Superradiant instability due to minimally coupled, massive scalars

2) Black hole scalarisation



Massive-complex-scalar-vacuum:

There are BH solutions:
- within GR (not alternative theories of gravity);

- with matter obeying all energy conditions;
- which can yield distinct phenomenology;

which are:
- asymptotically flat

- regular on and outside the horizon
- continuously connecting to the Kerr solution

- continuously connected to relativistic Bose-Einstein condensates (boson stars)
- with an independent scalar charge (primary hair)

- Can form dynamically and be sufficiently long lived 

Black Holes with synchronised hair
CH and Radu, PRL112(2014)221101 
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a) In General Relativity
New scale

could single out
BHs of a certain size

to become “hairy”

Existence proof
Chodosh and Shlapentokh-Rothman, 

CMP356(2017)1155



“Kerr Black Holes with scalar hair”
C.H. and E. Radu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 112 (2014) 221101 

Not just an example; a general mechanism at work:

“Scalarized hairy black holes”
B. Kleihaus, J. Kunz and S. Yazadjiev, Phys. Lett. B 744 (2015) 406 

“Kerr Black Holes with self-interacting scalar hair”
C.H., E. Radu, H. Rúnarsson, Phys. Rev. D 92 (2015) 084059 

“Kerr Black Holes with Proca hair”
C.H., E. Radu and H. Rúnarsson, Class. Quant. Grav. 33 (2016) 154001 

“Kerr-Newman Black Holes with scalar hair”
J. Delgado, C.H., E. Radu and H. Rúnarsson, Phys. Lett. B 761 (2016) 234 
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C.H., E. Radu, H. Rúnarsson, Phys. Rev. D 92 (2015) 084059 

“Kerr Black Holes with Proca hair”
C.H., E. Radu and H. Rúnarsson, Class. Quant. Grav. 33 (2016) 154001 

“Kerr-Newman Black Holes with scalar hair”
J. Delgado, C.H., E. Radu and H. Rúnarsson, Phys. Lett. B 761 (2016) 234 

Also in different dimensions and asymptotics:

“Black holes with only one Killing field”
O. Dias, G. Horowitz, J. Santos, JHEP 1107 (2011) 115

“Myers-Perry Black Holes with scalar hair and a mass gap”
Y. Brihaye, C.H., E. Radu, Phys. Lett. B 739 (2014) 1

“Myers-Perry Black Holes with scalar hair and a mass gap: unequal spins”
C.H., J. Kunz, E. Radu and B. Subagyo, Phys. Lett. B 748 (2015) 30



Physics rationale: Superradiance
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One solution is
Kerr solution + a vanishing scalar field

Consider linear scalar perturbations: 
to first order it amounts to considering a test scalar field on Kerr.
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Linear analysis: Klein-Gordon equation in Kerr

⇤� = µ2� � = e�iwteim'S`m(✓)R`m(r)

Generically one obtains quasi-bound states:
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! = !R + i!I
critical frequency

wc = m⌦H

wI < 0 if wR > wc decay

wI > 0 if wR < wc
grow

Press and Teukolsky 
Nature238(1972)211

wI = 0 if w = wc
true bound 
states: clouds

Degollado et. al., 
PRL 109 (2012) 081102

Degollado and CH 
PRD89(2014)063005

Degollado, CH, 
unpublished



Klein-Gordon (linear) stationary clouds around Kerr:
Damour, Deruelle and Ruffini (1976);  Zouros and Eardley (1979); Detweiler (1980); Hod 2012; 

(...); Yakov Shilapentokh-Rothman (2014)

M
µ

ΩH/µ
 0

 1

 2

 3

 0  0.25  0.5  0.75  1

m=1m=2
m=3

m=4

m=10

Clouds for Kerr: discrete set labelled by (n,l,m) subject to one 
                             quantization condition which yields BH mass,spin. 

Hod PRD86(2012)104026

Variation of scalar clouds with quantum numbers: Benone, Crispino, CH and Radu, PRD90(2014)104024
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Suggests: 
clouds as dynamical attractors

Synchronization locking (cf. tidal locking for earth-moon)

BH

scalar mode

Benone, Crispino, CH and Radu, PRD90(2014)104024

Stability: stationary clouds     
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Ultra light bosonic fields:
the dark matter connection

Ultra-light bosonic fields have been suggested as dark matter candidates (“fuzzy dark matter”);
they gravitationally clump into 

boson stars // Bose-Einstein condensates 
see e.g. recent discussion Hui, Ostriker, Tremaine, Witten, PRD95(2017)043541
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In some HEP models it is natural to have bosonic particles with very low mass
(QCD axion, Axiverse Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos, Dubovsky, Kaloper and March-Russell PRD81(2010)123530)

These could have astrophysical impact
and convert black holes into (new) particle detectors.

Arvanitaki and Dubovsky, PRD83(2011)044026

Ultra light bosonic fields:
the particle physics connection



The existence of a scalar field that triggers the superradiant instability of a “bald” BH can grow 
hair around the BH that saturates due to non-linear phenomena and forms a “hairy” BH

In some HEP models it is natural to have bosonic particles with very low mass
(QCD axion, Axiverse Arvanitaki, Dimopoulos, Dubovsky, Kaloper and March-Russell PRD81(2010)123530)

These could have astrophysical impact
and convert black holes into (new) particle detectors.

Arvanitaki and Dubovsky, PRD83(2011)044026

Brito, Cardoso, Pani Lect.Notes.Phys.906(2015)1

Ultra light bosonic fields:
the particle physics connection



A fundamental ingredient: Boson stars
Kaup, PR172(1968)1331; Ruffini and Bonazzola,  PR187(1969)1767; 

Reviews: Schunck and Mielke, CQG20(2003)R301 
Liebling and Palenzuela, LivingRev.Rel.15(2012)6 
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Surfaces of constant scalar energy density



Kerr black holes with scalar hair 
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Can they form dynamically ?

Formation from Kerr

In the presence of these ultra-light fields, 
vacuum Kerr black holes are unstable 

(against superradiance).

The instability is most efficient when the 
Compton wavelength ~ Schwarzschild radius.

What is the endpoint of this instability?



Dynamical evidence (for the cousin Proca model) 
shows the process reaches an equilibrium state... 

East and Pretorius, PRL119(2017)041101
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FIG. 1. The energy (top) and angular momentum (bot-
tom) in the Proca field as a function of time (solid lines),
along with the loss in mass (top) and angular momentum
(bottom) of the BH (dashed lines).

rates for the instability and also saturate with smaller
energy and angular momentum. Though the mass of
the BH is decreasing in each case, as required by BH
thermodynamics the irreducible mass Mirr is always
increasing, and smaller µ cases saturate with a larger
overall increase in Mirr.

The reason for the saturation of the superradiant
instability is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we plot both
the horizon frequency of the BH ⌦BH and the ratio of
Proca field energy to angular momentum flux through
the horizon Ė

H
/J̇

H . When ⌦BH > Ė

H
/J̇

H , the su-
perradiant condition is met and the Proca cloud will
extract rotational energy from the BH. However, as
shown in Fig. 2, eventually the BH’s horizon frequency
decreases to the point where ⌦BH ⇡ Ė

H
/J̇

H , and the

FIG. 2. The BH horizon frequency ⌦BH, as calculated
from the BH’s mass and angular momentum, and the ratio
of the flux of Proca field energy and angular momentum
ĖH/J̇H through the BH horizon, as a function of time.

instability saturates.

We can obtain simple estimates of the final state
properties of the black hole if we assume, as roughly
consistent with the simulations, that the instability
will extract energy and angular momentum in some
fixed proportion !(µ) = Ė

H
/J̇

H [where !(µ) ⇡
µ(1 � µ̃

2
/2) in the linear/small µ̃ limit [24, 25]] un-

til !(µ) = ⌦BH. We plot the results in Fig. 3, along
with the four end-state points from the full nonlinear
simulations, showing excellent agreement with the ap-
proximation. This indicates an e�cient extraction of
energy and angular momentum, with a negligible ad-
ditional increase in irreducible mass (equivalently, BH
entropy). This is likely due to the relatively slow evo-
lution of the instability compared to the light-crossing
time of the BH, even approaching saturation (similar
conclusions were reached using a “quasiadiabatic” ap-
proximation for the massive scalar field instability in
Refs. [26, 27]). We see that the energy lost by the BH
should be maximized at ��MBH/M0 ⇡ 0.093, near
the value ��MBH/M0 ⇡ 0.092 found for µ̃ = 0.25
here. For lower values of µ, less energy, but more
angular momentum will be extracted, with the insta-
bility just converting the Kerr BH into a nonspinning
BH of the same mass in the µ ! 0 limit.

After saturation, the resulting configuration con-
sists of a BH surrounded by a Proca cloud with
roughly stationary energy density, though the phase of
the complex field is oscillating at a constant frequency.
The energy and angular momentum density of the re-
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FIG. 4: Normalised irreducible mass, horizon mass and angu-
lar momentum: numerical solutions (points) vs. the analytic
model (curves). Here we have taken j = 0.9 (in [1] the authors
took j = 0.99) to show the universality of the agreement.

ancemigrates a vacuum Kerr BH into a BH with synchro-
nised hair. This is exhibited in Fig. 5, for the examples
of the numerical evolutions in [1]. Under the assumption
used therein that a single superradiant mode is present
(the fastest growing mode), which implies that axisym-
metric is a good approximation during the evolution, ra-
diation is negligible [1] and the total mass and angular
momentum are preserved. The process is thus conserva-
tive. This implies that the migration in Fig. 5 – an ADM
mass vs. horizon angular velocity plot – occurs along a
horizontal line, ending at a hairy BH with the same j
as the initial Kerr solution. We have verified there is a
unique such solution – cf. the inset in Fig. 5. In partic-
ular this implies the equilibrium BH with synchronised
hair has j 6 1. Solutions with j 6 1 exist in a sub-strip
of the allowed strip p < 0.3. This explains our emphasis
in this region in Fig. 2. Using eq. (11) one shows, more-
over, that j 6 1 ) p . 0.0973, a stronger bound on the
hairiness that can form dynamically from superradiance.
Hairy BHs are entropically favoured. The (vac-
uum Kerr) ! (hairy BH) migration is conservative (in
the above description), but it is irreversible. Ther-
modynamics determines the arrow of time. To un-
derstand this, we resort to the qKH model, which al-
lows us to show that the hairy BH is always entrop-
ically favoured (as observed in [27] from the numeri-
cal data). Indeed, from the aH(j, p)-cubic equation:
a3H � 2(1 � p)a2H +

⇥
j2/4 + (1� p)2

⇤
aH = j2(1� p)2/4,

the solution for small p [up to O(p3)] reads

aH = a
(Kerr)
H +
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Thus for the same M,J , the hairy BH is entropically
favoured over the Kerr BH. In order words, the direction
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FIG. 5: (Main panel) Domain of existence of fundamental
states of KBHsPH (shaded blue region). Vacuum Kerr BHs
exist below the black solid line (corresponding to extremal
Kerr). The horizontal dotted lines show the migration trajec-
tories from vacuum Kerr BHs (black dots) to hairy BHs (red
triangles) of the evolutions in [1]. The inset shows constant j
lines for both vacuum Kerr (dashed) and hairy BHs (solid),
which always meet at the existence line, for any j < 1. Migra-
tion of a Kerr BH with spin j terminates when the horizontal
line (constant M) meets a hairy BH with that j value.

of the migration in Fig. 5 is determined by the second
law of thermodynamics.
Remarks. It was observed in [27] that there is a non-
uniqueness for Kerr BHs with synchronised scalar hair (as
there is in the Proca case). Near the Kerr limit, this de-
generacy is discrete and of degree two: fixing M,J there
exists a hairy BH and a vacuum Kerr BH. The numerical
simulations reported in [1], together with the qKH ana-
lytic model we have proposed and the fundamental states
of KBHsPH described in the Appendix, support the con-
clusion that these degenerate states correspond to the
initial (Kerr) and final (hairy) states of the superradiant
instability.
When more than one mode (and with di↵erent values

of m) becomes important during the superradiant evo-
lution, the axi-symmetry assumption in [1] may not be
accurate and less smooth evolutions may occur, cf. the
results reported in non-asymptotically flat setups [33–35].
In this case, BHs with synchronised hair and a quasi-Kerr
horizon may be transient equilibrium states. One may
imagine, for instance, that the equilibrium states dynam-
ically attained in [1], with !eq/m = ⌦eq

H , may be driven
to evolve by a lower frequency modes, !new/m < ⌦eq

H .
An evolution of ⌦eq

H towards synchronising it with !new

is, however, hampered by the existing !eq mode. Under-
standing this process is a relevant open issue [52].
Finally, it would be interesting to adapt the qKH

model for higher dimensional BHs with synchronised
hair [36, 37], including in AdS [38]. Another possible
application of this model is in a study of the thermody-
namics of BHs with synchronised hair.

... which is a hairy black hole
CH, Radu, PRL 119 (2017) 261101

Dolan, Physics10(2017)83
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FIG. 5: (Main panel) Domain of existence of fundamental
states of KBHsPH (shaded blue region). Vacuum Kerr BHs
exist below the black solid line (corresponding to extremal
Kerr). The horizontal dotted lines show the migration trajec-
tories from vacuum Kerr BHs (black dots) to hairy BHs (red
triangles) of the evolutions in [1]. The inset shows constant j
lines for both vacuum Kerr (dashed) and hairy BHs (solid),
which always meet at the existence line, for any j < 1. Migra-
tion of a Kerr BH with spin j terminates when the horizontal
line (constant M) meets a hairy BH with that j value.

of the migration in Fig. 5 is determined by the second
law of thermodynamics.
Remarks. It was observed in [27] that there is a non-
uniqueness for Kerr BHs with synchronised scalar hair (as
there is in the Proca case). Near the Kerr limit, this de-
generacy is discrete and of degree two: fixing M,J there
exists a hairy BH and a vacuum Kerr BH. The numerical
simulations reported in [1], together with the qKH ana-
lytic model we have proposed and the fundamental states
of KBHsPH described in the Appendix, support the con-
clusion that these degenerate states correspond to the
initial (Kerr) and final (hairy) states of the superradiant
instability.
When more than one mode (and with di↵erent values

of m) becomes important during the superradiant evo-
lution, the axi-symmetry assumption in [1] may not be
accurate and less smooth evolutions may occur, cf. the
results reported in non-asymptotically flat setups [33–35].
In this case, BHs with synchronised hair and a quasi-Kerr
horizon may be transient equilibrium states. One may
imagine, for instance, that the equilibrium states dynam-
ically attained in [1], with !eq/m = ⌦eq

H , may be driven
to evolve by a lower frequency modes, !new/m < ⌦eq

H .
An evolution of ⌦eq

H towards synchronising it with !new

is, however, hampered by the existing !eq mode. Under-
standing this process is a relevant open issue [52].
Finally, it would be interesting to adapt the qKH

model for higher dimensional BHs with synchronised
hair [36, 37], including in AdS [38]. Another possible
application of this model is in a study of the thermody-
namics of BHs with synchronised hair.

... which is a hairy black hole
CH, Radu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 119 (2017) 261101

Dolan, Physics10(2017)83
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- These hairy black holes have an ergoregion themselves CH, Radu, PRD 89 (2014) 124018; 

- Suggests they are also afflicted by superradiant instabilites of higher “m” modes 
(when in the superradiant range);

This was confirmed by Ganchev and Santos PRL 120 (2018) 171101. 
One can show Degollado, CH, Radu PLB 781 (2018) 651:

1) For fixed coupling, increasing “hairiness” decreases strength of instability. 

2) There are hairy BHs for which the instability timescale is larger than the age of the 
     Universe: effective stability. 
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How much does the phenomenology
of these black holes differ from that of Kerr?
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Continuum of hairy black hole solutions, interpolating between...

Kerr Rotating 
Boson Stars 

Vanishing horizon 

Vanishing scalar field 

Config III
5% of M;  
13% of J 

in scalar field

Config IV
75% of M;  
85% of J 

in scalar field

Kerr-like
phenomenology

phenomenology 
differing substantially from Kerr



A diagnosis of non-Kerrness: black hole shadows



Black hole shadows
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Shadow of a Kerr black hole:
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Cunha, M.Sc. Thesis
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We have performed ray tracing to compute
lensing and shadows

Cunha, CH, Radu, Runarsson, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115 (2015) 211102

The full celestial
sphere

The “camera” 
opening angle

Following A. Bohn et al. CQG32(2015)065002



A Kerr-like hairy black hole (config. III)
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Kerr BH with scalar hair
M=0.393; J=0.15 (horizon)

M=0.022; J=0.022 (scalar field) Vacuum Kerr BH 
M=0.415; J=0.172

A Kerr-like hairy black hole (config. III)



A non-Kerr-like hairy black hole (config. IV)
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Kerr BH with scalar hair
M=0.234; J=0.114 (horizon)

M=0.699; J=0.625 (scalar field)

Vacuum Kerr BH 
M=0.933; J=0.739

A non-Kerr-like hairy black hole (config. IV)
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Figure 6: Configuration II images. Same as in Fig. 5. Left: Image of an accretion torus sur-
rounding the KBHSH of configuration II. Right: Same image for the comparable Kerr case.

Figure 7: Illustration of the various interesting regions in the image: the lensing ring is the outermost
ring, it is the outer boundary of the hyper-lensed region. The inner ring is the photon ring. It is both
the inner boundary of the hyper-lensed region and the outer boundary of the shadow.
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Differences remain in an astrophysically more realistic setup
Vincent, Gourgoulhon, CH, Radu, PRD94(2016)084045
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Figure 7: Illustration of the various interesting regions in the image: the lensing ring is the outermost
ring, it is the outer boundary of the hyper-lensed region. The inner ring is the photon ring. It is both
the inner boundary of the hyper-lensed region and the outer boundary of the shadow.

12

“Academic
Setup”

Differences remain in an astrophysically more realistic setup
Vincent, Gourgoulhon, CH, Radu, PRD94(2016)084045

Similar story for other observables such as the: 
- iron Kα-line in the reflexion spectrum Ni, Zhou, Cardenas-Avendano, Bambi, CH, Radu, JCAP1610(2016)003

- QPOs Franchini, Pani, Maselli, Gualtieri, CH, Radu, Ferrari, PRD95(2017)124025

Config. IV



Model 1 (General Relativity)

1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 
Kerr black holes with synchronised hair: General Relativity minimally coupled to massive bosonic fields

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism;
Kerr black holes with synchronised hair: superradiance instability of Kerr

3) Be (sufficiently) stable. 
Kerr black holes with synchronised hair: effective stability against superradiance in some range of masses and couplings

Check 
list!
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Model 1 (General Relativity)

1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 
Kerr black holes with synchronised hair: General Relativity minimally coupled to massive bosonic fields

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism;
Kerr black holes with synchronised hair: superradiance instability of Kerr

3) Be (sufficiently) stable. 
Kerr black holes with synchronised hair: effective stability against superradiance in some range of masses and couplings

Issues:

- What is the ultralight scalar/vector field?
- Interaction with astrophysical environment/accretion ?

- Other instabilities ?

Check 
list! Select

a scale



Model 2: 
Tachyonic instability due to non-minimally coupled scalars 

2) Black hole scalarisation



One illustrative example: Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet
(arises in String Theory, second order equations of motion, etc...)
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(arises in String Theory, second order equations of motion, etc...)
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GB = Rµ⌫⇢�R
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Schwarzschild/Kerr not solutions - new black holes which are stable in some regime 
P. Kanti, N. E. Mavromatos, J. Rizos, K. Tamvakis and E. Winstanley, Phys. Rev. D 54 (1996) 5049; Phys. Rev. D 57 (1998) 6255; 

P. Kanti, B. Kleihaus and J. Kunz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 (2011) 271101  

New qualitative features (minimal black hole size);

Non-minimally coupled scalars



Phenomenology: 
No large deviations from Kerr occur; e.g. shadows

P.V.P. Cunha et al. / Physics Letters B 768 (2017) 373–379 377

Fig. 3. Representation of (r̄ − 4.68M) (left) and δr (right) for EdGB solutions with γ = 1, in a α/M2 vs. J/M2 diagram. Each circle radius is proportional to the quantity 
represented, with some values also included for reference. All the values of δr are negative, with the maximum deviation to Kerr being around ≃ −1.5%.

Fig. 4. (Left) Representation of |δσ | for EdGB solutions with γ = 1, in a α/M2 vs. J/M2 diagram. Each circle radius is proportional to the quantity represented, with some 
values also included for reference. All the values of δσ are negative. (Right) Depiction of the shadow edge of a EdGB BH with γ = 1 and (α/M2, J/M2) ≃ (0.172, 0.41), 
yielding r̄ ≃ 4.85, σ = 0.3, xC = 0.84; the radial deviation δr with respect to the comparable Kerr case is ≃ −1.35%. The observer is at a perimetral radius 15M .

The precise relation between the image coordinate x and the 
impact parameter η depends on the choice for the observer’s 
frame, but also on how x is constructed in terms of observa-
tion angles. Following [31,53], the x coordinate is defined to be 
directly proportional to an observation angle β along that axis: 
x = −R̃ β , where the perimetral radius R̃ ≡ √

gϕϕ is computed 
at the observer’s position. By computing the projection of the 
photon’s 4-momentum onto a ZAMO frame [31,53], the relation 
sin β = η/(A0 + η B0) can be derived (if y = 0), where the fol-
lowing quantities are computed at the position of the observer: 
A0 = gϕϕ/

√
D, B0 = gtϕ/

√
D , with D ≡ g2

tϕ − gtt gϕϕ . This leads 
to the relation (with y = 0):

x = −R̃ arcsin
!

η

A0 + ηB0

"
. (11)

For the sake of the argument, consider also a very far away ob-
server (r → ∞). In these conditions we obtain the very simple 
relation x = −η. By computing η1 and η2 for each of the two light 

rings, we can obtain the shadow radius r̄x on the x-axis simply 
with r̄x = |x1 − x2|/2, where each x is evaluated from the re-
spective η. Notice that this is a local method, in the sense that 
it does not require the evolution of a geodesic throughout the 
spacetime. Hence, obtaining a very precise r̄x value only depends 
on knowing η at the light rings with sufficiently high accuracy. 
Furthermore, by comparing this r̄x value with the one obtained 
with ray-tracing, we can estimate that the precision of the latter is 
around ∼ 0.08%.

The data of the EdGB shadows, computed with ray-tracing, is 
represented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, where a dilaton coupling γ = 1 is 
assumed. The observer is always placed in the equatorial plane, at 
a radial coordinate such that R̃ = √

gϕϕ = 15M .
In the left of Fig. 3, the size of each circle represents the value 

of the shadow radius r̄ for several EdGB solutions. In order to make 
the differences across the solution space more apparent, the circle 
radius is proportional to r̄ − 4.68M . In other words, a vanishing 
circle (in this plot only) represents r̄ = 4.68M . With this depic-
tion, it is clear that – as a rule of thumb – increasing either J

The case of Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet:
the largest shadow deviation is (in the average radius) only ~ few %

Cunha, CH, Kunz, Kleihaus, Radu, PLB 768 (2017) 373

Same for Kα line 
Zhang, Zhou, Bambi, Kleihaus, Kunz and Radu, Phys. Rev. D 95 (2017) 104043
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Models admitting vacuum GR and hairy black holes:
Antoniou, Bakopoulos, Kanti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 131102
Doneva and Yazadjiev, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 131103
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Models admitting vacuum GR and hairy black holes:
Antoniou, Bakopoulos, Kanti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 131102
Doneva and Yazadjiev, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 131103
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Suggests spontaneous scalarisation of vacuum black holes
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1) What are the key ingredients for this scalarisation?

2) Does it really occurs dynamically?

3) What kind of exotic black holes are allowed in these models?



Three questions:

1) What are the key ingredients for this scalarisation?

2) Does it really occurs dynamically?

3) What kind of exotic black holes are allowed in these models?

Tackle these questions with a toy model
CH, Radu, Sanchis-Gual and Font, Phys. Rev. Lett. 121 (2018) 101102 
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Universality class:
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Source term

Coupling function

Scalar equation: ⇤� = f 0I/4

Scalarisation occurs if:

1) There is a scalar free solution:

2) The scalar free solution is unstable against scalar perturbations:

f 0(0) = 0

(⇤� µ2
e↵)�� = 0 µ2

e↵ ⌘ f 00
(0)I(background)/4 < 0
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Scalarised charged black holes:

Coupling to gravity:
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Fixing     and the boundary conditions, one finds a discrete set of solutions 
at a set of discrete values of q=Q/M, depending on l and an integer n. These 
are the bifurcation points.  

↵
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Bifurcation points do not depend on m, 
but non linear solutions depend.

Non-linear solutions in generic case, obtained
with the Einstein-De Turck’s approach.

Headrick, Kitchen, and Wiseman, Class. Quant. Grav. 27 (2010) 035002
Adam, Kitchen, and Wiseman, Class. Quant. Grav. 29 (2012) 165002
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Dynamics:

Confirmed scalarised solutions are endpoint of (spherical) evolution.
And for small q the evolutions are (to good approximation) conservative.

Following some earlier work on superradiant instability for charged black holes and on evolutions 
in Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton, fully non-linear numerical evolutions could be performed:

Sanchis-Gual, Degollado, Montero, Font, and CH, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016) 141101; ibdem Phys. Rev. D94 (2016) 044061
Hirschmann, Lehner, Liebling, and Palenzuela, Phys. Rev. D97, 064032 (2018)
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FIG. 3: Branches of scalarised RN BHs with ↵ = �71.8, in
a q vs. aH diagram. aH ⌘ AH

16⇡M2 where AH is the horizon
area. BHs with m 6= 0 have only discrete spatial symmetries.

All scalarised solutions are entropically preferred over
a comparable RN solution (with the same total charge
and mass). Within the scalarised solutions, the preferred
one is the fundamental state with ` = 0 = m, i.e. spheri-
cally symmetric. Also, for all studied cases, for constant
m, the entropy is maximised by the branch of solutions
emerging from the ` = m zero mode. These entropic ar-
guments are, however, inconclusive for dynamical consid-
erations, since evolutions between solutions with di↵erent
isometries are necessarily non-adiabatic.
Dynamics: the charged drop analogy. Spherically
symmetric perturbations of the RN BH with su�ciently
large q, in the eEMS model with ↵ < �1/4, will likely
evolve the RN BH into a spherical scalarised BH in an
adiabatic process, the initial and final states sharing the
same q – Fig. 1. If, however, one considers a generic

(i.e. non-spherical) perturbation of the RN BH with suf-
ficiently large q, more complex dynamics may take place.
The existence of the non-spherical branches of scalarised
BHs discussed above allows non-spherical perturbations
to grow rather than damp (as they would in electrovac-

uum). This suggestion is supported by a parallelism with
the behaviour of charged drops in fluid dynamics.
A self-gravitating, uncharged, isolated liquid mass is

spherical and stable against small perturbations [32]. But
if the liquid is electrically charged, conducting and sur-
rounded by an insulator (e.g. a gas), the competition
between the cohesive tension and the electric repulsion
makes the spherical drop (which remains a solution) un-
stable against perturbations, for charge larger than the
Rayleigh limit [21]. New branches of non-spherical so-
lutions of the fluid-electrostatic equations, associated to
each spherical harmonic, emerge, bifurcating from the
trunk family of spherical fluid balls. Such structure is
analogous to that shown in Fig. 3 - see, e.g. Fig. 2 in [33].
Both experiments [34] and simulations [35] show that the
unstable charged drop evolves towards a non-spherical
shape, leading to a spontaneous symmetry breaking. The
leading perturbation deforms the spherical drop into a
lemon-like shape (cf. Fig. 1 in [34] and [35]). Con-
structing isometric embeddings in Euclidean 3-space [31],
shows that the horizon intrinsic shape along a sequence
of ` = 1,m = 0 scalarised BHs also deforms into a lemon-
like shape - Fig. 4, with curvature increasing at the tips.

FIG. 4: Isometric embeddings of BH horizons along the
scalarised ` = 1,m = 0 branch. Left to right: q = 0.48 (RN
solution at branching point), q = 0.84 and q = 1.10. The
lemon shape becomes increasingly noticeable.

BHs in the eEMS model (unlike charged drops) have a
` = 0 mode instability which may always be the dominant
one and lead to a spherical scalarised BH. If, on the other
hand, there are initial conditions such that ` 6= 0 modes
dominate, a dynamical symmetry breaking may occur.
In the case of charged drops, the latter process eventu-
ally leads to Coulombic Fission [35]. Fission is preceded
with the creation of a high curvature region at the tips of
the lemon-shaped drop and of a progeny drop that even-
tually splits. Fission also occurs in a fluid cylinder longer
than its circumference; this is the Rayleigh-Plateu insta-
bility [32, 36] that found an analogous realisation in BH
physics [37] in the development of the Gregory-Laflamme
instability [38] and the fate of the black string [39]. Fully
non-linear numerical evolutions in the eEMS model with
current technology can probe the possibility that unsta-
ble RN BHs may evolve into non-spherical configurations.
The same possibility is present for Schwarzschild BHs in
eSTGB models, but it will be much more challenging to
study dynamically.

“Lemon-shape”
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Solutions with           are the first explicit example of asymptotically flat, regular 
(on and outside a horizon) black holes with no spatial isometries

m 6= 0

Non-spherical solutions:

“Multipole
freedom”
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Can non-spherical solutions play a role in the dynamics ? 

Non-spherical solutions:

“Multipole
freedom”



Model 2 (non-minimal couplings)



1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 
Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet (or variations thereof)

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism;
Gravitational collapse and/or tachyonic instability

3) Be (sufficiently) stable. 
Some solutions are stable

Model 2 (non-minimal couplings)

Check 
list!



1) Appear in a well motivated and consistent physical model; 
Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet (or variations thereof)

2) Have a dynamical formation mechanism;
Gravitational collapse and/or tachyonic instability

3) Be (sufficiently) stable. 
Some solutions are stable

Issues:

- Why stop at quadratic curvature?
- Why a certain coupling?

- There are effective violations of energy conditions. Is it an issue?

Model 2 (non-minimal couplings)

Check 
list!



3) Conclusions and outlook



Three take home lessons for model 1:

1) There are hairy black holes in GR with reasonable matter;

2) They can have a very different phenomenology from Kerr;

3) Some of them (Kerr-like) appear to form dynamically and be 
“effectively” stable;



Three take home lessons for model 2:

1) Non-minimal couplings allow to circumvent no-hair theorems and 
produce hairy black holes;

2) Some of these can form dynamically from a scalarisation of the 
standard GR black holes;

3) Generalisation to rotating solutions, detailed phenomenology 
and generic dynamics are interesting open issues.



Thank you for Your
Attention!

Gravitational lensing of the Aveiro Campus by a Kerr black hole with scalar hairKerr Comparable hairy Image:
P. Cunha

Muchas Gracias!


